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Abstract—Results are presented from an active experiment on the injection of charged particle beams into the
ionospheric plasma. The experiment was carried out in 1992 onboard the Intercosmos-25 satellite and the Magion-3 daughter satellite (APEX). A specific feature of this experiment was that both the ion and electron beams
were injected upward, in the same direction along the magnetic field. The most interesting results are the excitation of HF and VLF–LF waves and the generation of fast charged particle flows, which were recorded on both
satellites.
PACS numbers: 52.35.Qz
DOI: 10.1134/S1063780X07120057

1. INTRODUCTION
In carrying out active experiments on the injection
of charged particle beams from the Interkosmos-25 (IK25) automatic universal orbital station (AUOS), the
main attention was paid to unmodulated electron injection from the UÉM electron gun (EG) and the simultaneous injection of a quasineutral xenon plasma jet and
neutral xenon release from the UPM stationary plasma
thruster (SPT) [1, 2]. The superposition of the effects
induced in the ambient plasma during the joint operation of the injectors made the interpretation of these
experiments rather difficult. However, in some experiments in which the injectors operated asynchronously,
it was possible to separate spatiotemporal effects
caused by the injection of the electron and ion beams.
This was demonstrated by using the results of the
experiment carried out at the 277th turn. A specific feature of this experiment was that charged particles were
injected at pitch angles corresponding to the opposite
propagation directions of the electron and ion beams
along the magnetic field. Here, we consider another
injection configuration in which the particle beams
propagated in the same direction along the magnetic
field; specifically, the particle beams simultaneously
injected into the ionospheric plasma along the magnetic

field B0 were nested in one another. The development of
beam–plasma instability (BPI) under these conditions
is of great interest, because electron beam injection
through an ion beam results in the formation of a pronounced spatiotemporal structure. The mutual influence of the injected beams can have a significant effect
on the development of instability if the frequencies of
the excited waves are close to one another or these
waves are parametrically coupled. The present study
focuses on the high-frequency (HF) beam–plasma
instability during electron beam injection.
Here, we also consider the effects observed in previous experiments [1] on the excitation of quasi-steady
magnetic fields during electron injection, because these
effects take place (though in a somewhat different
form) under other experimental conditions as well.
Some effects accompanying electron beam injection
are most pronounced in the vicinity of the satellite, in
the region with an enhanced ion-acoustic and Langmuir
turbulence, which stimulates the focusing of the
injected electron beam. The other effects are distributed
over the entire interaction region and can be detected
with higher probability by diagnostics installed on a
subsatellite. Many parameters of electron injection in
our experiment are close to those of the Polar-5 rocket
probe experiment carried out according to the parent–
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Main parameters of the beam–plasma system in the ionosphere
Unperturbed plasma density, cm–3
Electron temperature components in the unperturbed plasma, K
Electronic Debye length, cm
Injection currents of xenon ions and electrons, A
Maximum electron accelerating voltage, kV
EG power in 23-s injection cycles, %
Alfvén velocity and flow velocities of electrons and xenon ions, m/s

n0 ≈ nix(V ≤ 1 V)
Tex, Tey, Tez
rDe
Ibi, Ibe
U0
IbeU0
uA, u, uiz

Average transverse dimensions of the ion and electron beams, m
Thicknesses of the ion and electron hollow flows, m
Estimated densities of the injected electrons (60% power) and xenon ions, cm–3
Gyrofrequency of xenon ions, Hz
Plasma frequency of the beam ions, Hz
Gyrofrequency of the hydrogen plasma component, kHz
Plasma frequency of the hydrogen plasma component, MHz
Electron gyrofrequency, MHz
Electron plasma frequency of the unperturbed plasma, MHz
Plasma frequency of the beam electrons in the dc injection mode, MHz
Modulation frequency of the electron current during 2–12 s of ac injection
(after 1s of dc injection), Hz
Duration of the electron beam micropulse during ac injection, µs

rcx, rce
δrcx, δrce
nbe, nbi
ωcx
ωpx
ωci
ωpi
ωce
ωpe
ωbe
ωm/2π

(3–4) × 103
2000, 1050, 1000
9–14
2.1–2.4, 0.1
10
30, 60, 90
7.5 × 106, 4.2 × 107,
1.1 × 104
280, 11
150–210, 1.3–2.5
40–300, (3–5) × 103
14–20
13–16
1.9–2.5
0.09–0.11
3.4–4.4
5.6–6.5
0.4–0.9
32–250000

τi

2

daughter scheme [3]. The first satellite experiments
with low-power EGs were aimed at controlling the
electric potential of the conducting satellite surface in
order to reduce the influence of its negative charge on
electric field measurements, studying the excitation of
plasma waves in the ionosphere, and measuring longitudinal electric fields in the magnetosphere. The results
from these experiments were presented in many original and review articles (see, e.g., [4, 5]).
2. SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT AND SPATIAL
CONFIGURATION OF THE EXPERIMENT
Let us briefly describe the characteristic features of
the scientific equipment used. The ion injector was a
Hall SPT with a longitudinal acceleration of xenon
ions. The injection current was 2.0–2.6 A, and the output ion energy was up to 250 eV. The ion injector differed from similar injectors used as propulsion engines
only in a larger range of pitch angles. The electron
injector was a straight-channel three-electrode EG
operating at modulation frequencies varying from
32 Hz to 250 kHz (over a time period of 2–12 s) after
the 1st second of dc injection, with 1-s intervals
between the injection cycles. The EG control electrode
provided 100% modulation of the electron beam current, thereby forming separate injection micropulses
with a duration of 2 µs. The main characteristics of the
injectors are given in the table. The components Ex, y, z
of the quasi-steady electric field (in the frequency

ranges 0.1–2 and 0.1–10 Hz) and the very-low-frequency (VLF) alternating electric field elf (8 Hz–
15.0 kHz) were measured by the DEP-2 apparatus and
the NVK-ONCh wave complex, respectively, by using
a system of double electric probes, the signals from
which were fed to both devices. For example, the component Ex of the quasi-steady field was measured by
probes ED4 and ED5, while the component Ez was
measured by probes ED3 and ED4 (Fig. 1). The magnetic component blf of VLF waves (8 Hz–15.0 kHz)
was measured by a separate three-component magnetic
detector of the NVK-ONCh complex. The magnetic
field components at the AUOS and the subsatellite were
measured by SGR-5 and SGR-6 ferroprobe magnetometers with accuracies of 1 nT and 2/16 nT, respectively.
(The measurement accuracy of the magnetometer
installed at the subsatellite changed automatically,
depending on the actual value of the magnetic field B.)
The electron temperature Te and the ion density of the
thermal plasma ni (V) (where 0 ≤ V ≤ 12 V is the sweep
voltage at the grids of the ion traps) were measured
using the KM-10 and KM-13 complexes installed at the
station and the subsatellite. (When the plasma is highly
perturbed, it is more correct to speak of the ion flux
densities along the X and Z directions.) HF wave activity at the Magion-3 subsatellite was recorded at 198
recording levels in the frequency range 0.1–10 MHz by
using a PRS-S receiver with a bandwidth of 50 kHz and
threshold sensitivity of 26 dB/µV. The signal was
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Fig. 1. Injection geometry of the electron beam (e–) and quasineutral plasma and xenon gas (Xe) and arrangement of the electric
field detectors installed at the IK-25 station (ED1–ED5) and the Magion-3 subsatellite (ed1 and ed2), the KM-10 and KM-13 complexes for measuring thermal plasma parameters, and the DOK-S spectrometer detectors measuring fast proton (1p, 2p) and electron
(1e, 2e) fluxes in the (X, Y, Z) and (x', y', z') coordinate systems of the station and subsatellite, respectively. Here, B0 and vs are the
directions of the quasi-steady magnetic field and the station velocity, respectively, and αpe and αpi are the pitch angles of the electron
beam and xenon ions injections.

received by a symmetric dipole antenna with a tip-to-tip
length of 3 m, and the total HF spectrum of the electric
field ehf was recorded over 0.2 s. A DOK-S charged particle spectrometer installed at the subsatellite measured
the differential fluxes of fast electrons and protons in
eight energy intervals in the ranges 25–420 and 20–
1300 keV, respectively. To record fast particles, two
pairs of detectors installed at the subsatellite (detectors
1e and 1p and detectors 2e and 2p) were oriented in two
mutually perpendicular directions. The pitch angles of
charged particle injection αp, the angles of the satellite
velocity vector vs and the magnetic field B0, and the
angle β3 ≡ β3( B 0, ∇Z ) in the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system (the Z axis is directed along the IK-25 satellite)
were determined using solar and magnetic onboard
detectors. The pitch angles αp1 and αp2 of the fast particles recorded by the DOK-S spectrometer at the subsatellite in the orthogonal directions 1 and 2, the angle ϑ'
between the field B0 and the dipole antenna, and the
angle β '1 ≡ β '1 ( B 0, ∇x' ) in the subsatellite coordinate
system (x', y', z') were determined using the SGR-6
magnetometer. All the results of component measurements in the satellite and subsatellite coordinate systems (X, Y, Z) and (x', y', z') were recalculated into a new
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z ( z ||
B0)) in order to separate out the longitudinal (z) and
transverse (⊥) components of the vector quantities.
Information received during failures of the scientific
equipment was marked by a “false” bit, which was
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common for the entire telemetric frame but was not
always actually false for particular devices or measured
parameters. To eliminate ambiguity, all the experimental data presented below correspond to the “true” bit
only.
In the experiment performed at the 206th turn, the
charged particle beams were injected upward, at pitch
angles of αp > 90°. The ions were injected in the
unmodulated (dc) mode, and the modulation frequency
of the electron beam varied every second of the EG
operation with pauses of 1 s. Depending on the parameters of injection (such as the power and pitch angle)
and beam modulation, different regimes of BPI are possible [6]. For unmodulated electron injection with the
flow velocity u > ω±/kz, the plasma waves grow at a rate
γ over the relaxation length z ~ u/γ. In this case, the
electron beam is externally modulated at the frequencies ω± of hybrid plasma resonances. In contrast, a
modulated electron beam suppresses oscillations at all
the frequencies except for the modulation frequency
ωm. In this case, due to the slow development of the
instability, the relaxation length is larger than that without modulation and the induced spectrum represents a
combination of the frequencies ωm and the BPI spectrum. If the modulation frequency is close to the resonant frequencies of the beam–plasma system, the
amplitude of plasma oscillations can increase abruptly.
Such oscillations can lead to particle scattering and
destruction of the beam system.
The system of an electron beam nested in an ion
beam is axially asymmetric with respect to the mag-
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netic field direction due to the small velocity of xenon
ions (viz/u ~ 3 × 10–4), which is comparable to the
velocity of the satellite (viz/vs ~ 1.5) moving at an angle
to the magnetic field. For certain injection parameters,
the generated HF oscillations can reach a saturation
level (corresponding to the onset of a nonlinear
regime), after which the spectrum begins to extend
toward lower frequencies. In this case, the hollow beam
of heavy xenon ions injected at pitch angles of up to
∆αpi  60° with a maximum flux density within the
angles ∆αpi ≤ 30° will play the role of a damping layer
for waves induced by the electron beam in the entire
interaction region in the vicinity of the satellite. In this
regard, the generation of extremely low-frequency
(ELF) waves and the possibility of controlling the nonlinear interaction mechanism are of most interest. In
contrast, since most of the wave energy induced by the
ion beam is concentrated in the low-frequency range,
we can ignore the influence of low-frequency waves on
the HF beam instability at low electron beam currents.
3. MAIN FEATURES OF THE INTERACTION
OF AN ELECTRON BEAM
WITH THE IONOSPHERIC PLASMA
3.1. When a low-energy electron beam (~10 keV) is
injected into the ionospheric plasma, the development
of instability and the excitation of electromagnetic
fields depend substantially on the shape (current profile) and density of the beam. On the other hand, in a
complex current system, the current profile depends on
the energy density of the excited waves, which in turn
modulate the electron beam, thereby producing a feedback in the beam–plasma system. In order to determine
the main characteristics of wave excitation and charge
modulation, we assume that the electrons are injected
in the presence of induced electric fields (excited over
~1 s), which modulate the beam in the injection region.
After several gyrations of dense particle beams, electrostatic repulsion forces transform them into hollow
flows with the average density nba (with a = e, i), deterr
mined by the expression Iba ≅ 2π r2 ev z (r)nba(r)rdr,
1
where r1 and r2 are the minimum and maximum radii of
charged particle gyration at the internal and external
boundaries of the beam in a cylindrical coordinate system with z || B0. The averaged (over the parameter α)
flow velocity was determined as u ≡ 〈vz〉α =

∫

∫

(1/∆α') ∆α' v cos(αp + α)dα, where the effective range
of pitch angles is ∆α' > ∆α0 (about ~2°–3° and ~60° at
the injection point z = 0 for electrons and ions, respectively). In the case of long injection, the effective range
of pitch angles for electrons,
πe
∆α'  ∆α 0 + ----------------mv ω ce
× ( δE x + vδB z sin α pe – vδB y cos α pe )

(1)

reflects the amplitude modulation of the beam by quasisteady fields in the injection region over a time of t ~ 1 s.
Here, the upper bar, δ F x, y, z = F x, y, z – F x, y, z , denotes
the empirical average over the time interval ∆t ~ (7–
10)∆t0, where ∆t0 is the duration of one telemetric
frame at the IK-25 and v is the electron velocity at z = 0
(at the output of the EG modulator). The smoothing of
the quantities in semiempirical formula (1) is of fundamental importance for eliminating the influence of fast
fluctuations on the calculated density of the injected
bean; without such a smoothing, numerical instability
can arise. The fluctuation amplitudes of the longitudinal and transverse velocities of the injected particles in
an equilibrium state and the thermal electron velocity in
the flow were estimated using the expressions δvr, z ≤
max{vr, z – 〈vr, z〉α} and vbe ~ (δ v z + δ v r )1/2, respectively. With a sufficient set of measurement data on the
beam and plasma parameters, we can estimate the main
characteristics and level of plasma turbulence, as well
as the resonant frequencies of the beam and plasma (see
table). It should be noted that a considerable amount of
compensating electrons with the density ne and temperature Te ~ 3–5 eV that are ejected from the SPT channel
can substantially affect the plasma parameters.
3.2. An inhomogeneous electron beam in the EG
chamber is produced in two stages. During short-term
(τωm  1) interaction with the driving field of the modulator, low-energy electrons are first modulated over
velocity; then, the beam is additionally accelerated in
the space between the anode and the grid modulator,
which are at the potentials U0 and U1, respectively
(U1/U0  1). The most important parameters over the
length d of the electron–field interaction region are the
modulation depth, the change in the field phase, and the
efficiency with which the driving field E1 acts on the
beam electrons [7],
2

E1 d
-,
ξ = -------U1

d
Θ 1 ( d ) = ω m ------ ,
v1

2

sin ( Θ 1 /2 )
-. (2)
M = ----------------------Θ 1 /2

These parameters determine the electron bunching
1
parameter X1(d) = --- ξMΘ1(d) in the modulation space.
2
Assuming that the modulated electric field is much
stronger than the beam space-charge field, we find that
the electron velocity at the output of the EG modulator
is equal to
Θ
1
v = v 1 1 + --- ξM sin ⎛ ω m t 1 – ------1⎞ ,
⎝
2
2⎠

(3)

where v1 and t1 are the electron velocity at the input to
the driving field and the time at which the electron
leaves this field, respectively. After the electron beam is
ejected from the EG, it soon becomes inhomogeneous
due to the difference in the velocities and phases of the
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ejected electrons. In order to determine the current Ibe =
I0(dt/dt1)–1 in the regime of modulation in the simplest
case of free electron gyration, it is necessary to find
how the time during which electrons travel the distance
z depends on the time at which they leave the EG, t 
t1 + z/vz, where v is calculated by formula (3) with the
substitution v1
v0 (additional electron acceleration
in the electrostatic field) and the current I0 is the beam
current at the output of the EG at the first second of dc
injection. The electron pitch angle and the bunching
parameter over the length z are determined by

999

where kz is the longitudinal component of the wave vector of waves propagating at an angle θ to the magnetic
field in the Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z). If
nbe  n0, then, taking into account that the instability
developing at ω = kzu +  ≈ ω± and  = δω + iγ (|| 
|ω± |) is absolute in character, we find from Eq. (5) an
approximate cubic equation with respect to . It follows
from this equation that, at small detunings, |kzu – ω± |  ,
the maximum growth rate is equal to [8]
2

3 ω be cos θ ( ω + – ω – )ω ±
γ = ------- ---------------------------------------------------2
2
2
2 ω ± – ω ce
2

2

2

1/3

h

1
X D ( z ) = --- ξMΘ D ( z ).
2

z
Θ D ( z ) = ω m -----,
vz

Θ
I be  I 0 1 + X D cos ⎛ ω m t 1 – ------1⎞ .
⎝
2⎠

2

1 ω be sin θ ω ± – ω ce ω ±
h
γ = --- ---------------------------------------------------.
2
2
2
ω ce ( ω + – ω – )
2

The spectral composition of the current Ibe is determined by the expression
∞

∑ ( –1 ) J ( n X
n

n

where Jn(nXD(z)) is the Bessel function. In the case of
100% modulation (ξ = 1), the current profile can be varied by varying the length z in the outer space. The
appropriate choice of this length is determined by the
relation Y(t – z/vz)Y(z) ≠ 0, where Y(z) is the step function. The amplitudes of the harmonics of the convection
n
current are determined by the expression I be (z, t) =
2I0Jn(nXD(z)). In the regime of modulation, the plasma
frequency of the beam electrons ωbe is determined for
1

the first harmonic of the convection current, I be .
3.3. If we consider only electron injection and
assume that the injection of heavy xenon ions does not
contribute to the excitation in HF waves (with frequencies on the order of ωce and ωpe), then the growth rate of
quasi-longitudinal waves with frequencies ω  ω±(θ) in
a “cold plasma–cold beam” system can be determined
from the following dispersion relation:
2

2

2

2

ω be sin θ
- = 0,
– ------------------------------------2
2
( ω – k z u ) – ω ce
2
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|(ω± – kzu)|  |(ω± – kzu)2 – ω ce |, by linearizing Eq. (5)
with respect to the small parameter η = ||/ω±  1 and
ignoring the terms on the order of η3 and η4, the dispersion relation can be reduced to the form Aη2 + Bη + C = 0,
where A, B, and C are fairly complicated functions of
the parameters ωpe, ωce, ω±, ωbe, and v. In this case, the
growth rate of the excited waves is equal to
2

+ B – 4 AC
η = ---------------------------------- ,
2A

B ≤ 4 AC.
2

(8)

Since it is difficult to use Eq. (8) to describe η analytically, we analyzed it numerically in the vicinities of the
Cherenkov and cyclotron resonances. When obtaining
expressions (6)–(8), it was assumed that the plasma was
homogeneous, u || B0, and the beam and plasma dielectric constants were defined in the entire space.
The excitation of longitudinal waves with frequencies ω = ω± +  in a “cold plasma–warm beam” system
at u > ω±/kz and ω± ≈ kzu + n|ωce | (where n = 0, ±1, …)
is described by the expression [9]
πω be ω ± x be
k
-------------γ = – ---------------------2 2
n
2k v be 2 n !
2

2

ω pe 2
ω pe sin θ ω be cos θ
- cos θ – --------------------1 – ------– ------------------------2
2
2
2
ω
ω – ω ce ( ω – k z u )

2

2

(4)

Θ
× cos n ω m t – Θ D ( z ) – ------1 ,
2

2

For moderate detunings, when |/(ω± – kzu)|  1, or

D(z))

n=1

2

(6)

In the vicinity of the cyclotron resonance ω = kzu –
|ωce | +  ≈ ω± (||  |ω± |), Eq. (5) transforms into a
biquadratic equation, which yields the following
expression for the maximum growth rate:

For XD  1, the bunched current is equal to

I be ( z, t ) = I 0 + 2I 0

.

(5)

2007

n

ω pe 2
ω pe ω ± sin θ
- cos θ + --------------------------× ------2
2
2 2
ω±
( ω ± – ω ce )
2

2

2

2

(9)

–1
2
z 0 exp ( – z n ),
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where

threshold turbulence level ηf  k 0 r De is reached. When
turbulence is so strong that the characteristic scale of
plasma pulsations falls into the absorption region,
k∗ ~ 1/rDe, the ambient plasma is strongly heated.
k0
Under our experimental conditions, i.e. at nbe/n0 ~ (1–
5) × 10–3 and vbe/v ~ 10–2–10–1, the relative growth rate
of plasma oscillations is γ0/ωpe ~ (0.2–0.5) × 10–2.
When modulational instability increases the amplitude
of the HF electric field to the saturation level W f ≡
δE f (k)2/4π ≅ nbemv2(γ0/ωpe) (where δEf ≡ ehf),
∆k
the entire electron beam–plasma system becomes
unstable. This can have a destabilizing effect on electron injection. In [11], a numerical experiment was carried out on the stabilization of BPI in a turbulent plasma
with periodic boundary conditions. According to this
experiment, stabilization occurs in the nonlinear stage,
when the threshold for oscillating two-stream instability is exceeded.
The purpose of the subsequent analysis was to compare the results obtained in experiments performed at
the AUOS and the subsatellite with the theory of BPI
for different electron beam models during injection of
both steady and modulated beams. When comparing
the experimental data with numerical results, the presence of a shell of heavy xenon ions was not formally
taken into account, although it was assumed that the
electron beam could be affected by LF oscillations. It is
this circumstance in which our experiment differs from
previous ionospheric experiments, although each of
those experiments was unique as regard to their conditions and the choice of the beam and plasma parameters.
2 2

ω ± – n ω ce – k z u
-,
z n = --------------------------------------2k z v be
xbe = (kxvbe/ωce)2, and the beam electrons obey a Maxwellian distribution.
The most correct interaction model in our case is the
“cold plasma–oscillator flow” system in which the
beam particles have a finite Larmor radius and large
velocity spread along the magnetic field. The growth
rates of longitudinal waves in the vicinities of plasma
resonances are determined by the expression [10]
∞

γ = –
k

π

∑ ------2- Ω

2
2
be Π ne Λω ± exp ( – z n ),

(10)

n = –∞

where the following notation is used:
2n ω ce
2
- x y J J' ,
Π ne = z n J n + ---------------λω ± be 0 n n

ω ± – ω ce
-,
Λ = ---------------------2
2
ω+ – ω–
2

2

Ω be = (ωbe/kvbe)2, Jn ≡ Jn(λ) is the Bessel function,
2

J 'n = dJn/dλ, λ = kxv⊥/ωce, yn = (ω – nωce)/ 2 kzvbe, and
v⊥ is the transverse (with respect to the field B0) component of the velocity. Depending on the parameters,
the quantity Πne at the cyclotron resonance can have
different signs in the cases of both the anomalous (n < 0)
and normal (n > 0) Doppler effects. This means that
waves can be excited or absorbed over a very wide
parameter range and that each particular case should be
investigated separately.
3.4. Perturbations of the physical quantities, δΨ =
{δnbe, δn, δv, δE, δB, δTe, …}, with respect to their equilibrium values are defined as δΨ = Ψ – Ψ0, and the equilibrium values of the macroscopic parameters of the
beam and plasma are defined as Ψ0 = Ψ0 + ∆Ψ, where
Ψ0 denotes the unperturbed quantities and ∆Ψ denotes
perturbations induced by an equilibrium electron beam
(∂/∂t = 0). Small LF and HF harmonic fluctuations
–1
–1
–1
averaged over a time τ  ω ci , ω pi , ω pe are zero,
〈δΨs, f 〉τ = 0, and the averaged (over fluctuations) product of two different harmonic quantities 〈δΨ1δΨ2〉τ ≠ 0
determines the ponderomotive (pumping) action of
waves.
3.5. The amplitude of ion-acoustic waves and the
level of plasma turbulence as a whole grow under the
action of HF oscillations. The levels of Langmuir and
ion-acoustic turbulence, ηf ≅ W f/4πn0Te and ηs ≅
Ws/4πn0Te, in the vicinity of the injector determine the
dimensions of the turbulence region within which spectral energy is transferred toward shorter wavelengths
with the modulation instability growth rate γ0 when the

∑

4. EXPERIMENT ON ELECTRON
BEAM INJECTION
When the SPT and EG operated simultaneously and
the injection pitch angles differed appreciably from
quasi-transverse ones, the thermal distribution of the
ion density nix(V) in a perturbed plasma depended in a
complicated manner on the ion composition and ion
temperature of the ambient plasma, the electron beam
modulation, and the pitch angles αpe and αpi . When the
beams were injected in the same direction along the
magnetic field, we observed an increase in the total
plasma density determined at the IK-25 from the saturation level n0 ≡ nix (V ≤ 1 V), which satisfied the relation n0 = n0 + ∆nix (where n0 is the unperturbed plasma
density). This can be seen in Fig. 2, which shows the
time dependences of the densities of the perturbed ion
flows nix and niz propagating in the –X and –Z directions, respectively, and the electron temperature components Tex and Tez measured by the KM-10 device. A
sharp increase in density is related to both the release of
a neutralizing electron flow with the density ne from the
SPT channel and the specific injection configuration.
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Fig. 2. Time behavior of plasma heating in terms of the longitudinal and transverse electron temperatures, Tez and Tex, and perturbations of the ion flux density of the ionospheric plasma in the –X and –Z directions at the IK-25. The lower plot presents a telemetric
record of the injection current Ibi of a quasineutral xenon plasma, neutral xenon release (the downward error shows the beginning
of release), the UEM electron gun current Ibe (in telemetric volts), and the potential Ps of the satellite surface. The time t is counted
from the instant 3:24:22 UT (before injection), the orbit altitude is H = 1798–1490 km, and the magnetic-shell parameter L is 1.32–
1.46. Here and in the subsequent figures, heavy short segments show 1-s intervals (cycles) of electron injection (e–).

Presumably, the density increases not only in the vicinity of the satellite but over the entire interaction region.
In these experiments, the plasma frequency ωpe was
determined from the equilibrium value of the density
n0. When the beams were injected in opposite directions, such an increase in nix was not observed [1]. In
contrast, when the retarding potential at the grid of the
ion trap during electron beam injection was V + Ps 
10 V, local variations in –δnix were proportional to the
effective angular divergence of the beam in the vicinity
of the injector, ∆ψ ≡ cos3(αpe – ∆α'/2) – cos3(αpe +
∆α'/2). In our case, it is difficult to judge the actual
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behavior of the plasma temperature (Fig. 2), because
necessary conditions for correct temperature measurements were not always satisfied. In [1], experimental
results were presented on the increase in the radial temperature component Tey of the ambient plasma for the
case of oppositely directed electron and xenon ion
beams. According to [1], the radial temperature is proportional to the effective angular divergence in the
vicinity of the injector and the velocity spread of the
beam electrons, Tey ~ ∆v ~ |∆ψ|. The quantity |∆ψ| can
be regarded as the measure of the quality and heating of
the beam propagating through the plasma, because all
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Fig. 3. Time behavior of perturbations of the quasi-steady magnetic and electric fields, δBx, y and δEx, z (0.1–2 Hz); the spectra of
VLF electric and magnetic fields (elf and blf) in the frequency range 8–969 Hz (at ten fixed frequencies); the satellite potential Ps;
and the telemetric record of injections at the IK-25.

the beam parameters, as well as the development of
instability, depend substantially on this parameter. The
shape of the electron beam in the vicinity of the injector
also depends on the spectrum of the waves that are
induced during BPI and propagate back to the injector
[12]. The focusing of the beam electrons in electromagnetic fields requires a separate analysis. In calculating
the density nbe of the injected electrons, we used
semiempirical formula (1), which takes into account
beam modulation in the vicinity of the injector (see
Section 3.1).
Figure 3 shows the time behavior of fluctuations of
the quasi-steady magnetic and electric fields, δBx, y =
Bx, y – B x, y and δEx, z = Ex, z – E x, z (0.1–2 Hz), measured

by DEP-2; the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic
fields of VLF waves elf ≡ ex, blf ≡ by in the frequency
range 8–969 Hz; and the electric potential Ps of the satellite surface. In the initial operation stage of the ion
and electron injectors, when the SPT was already
switched on but the EG was still inactive, we observed
an appreciable increase in electric field perturbations.
After the EG was switched on, such perturbations were
absent. This effect is presumably related not only to the
fact that the beams were injected into the quiet ambient
plasma (the release of neutral xenon under conditions
of solar illumination began even earlier) but also to the
limited capabilities of the two-probe diagnostics, which
provides correct measurements of electric fields only in
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a weakly perturbed plasma and only at the linear segment of the current–voltage characteristic. Nevertheless, we sometimes observed fluctuations with an
amplitude of δEx, z  20–30 mV/m and long-period
perturbations (synchronous with the injection current
of xenon ions) with an amplitude of up to ~5 mV/m (the
spline in Fig. 3). Magnetic perturbations with an amplitude of δBx, y ~ 10–20 nT, which are related to xenon ion
injection [13], rapidly decayed when both injectors
were switched off.
The time behavior of the satellite potential Ps during
electron injection is similar to that of the negative dc
bias of the electrode during the injection of HF power
in the plasma. The induced electromagnetic field, once
generated, is sustained by electron beam injection,
thereby producing a nonlinear pressure on the ambient
plasma. This allows us to speak of the pumping effect
independently of the type of influence on the ambient
plasma, even if it is caused by the beatings of harmonic
oscillations of the velocity and density of the electron
beam (see Section 3.4). Mechanisms causing a negative
bias or, equivalently, the formation of a dc plasma
sheath in the vicinity of the satellite during electron
beam injection obviously possess their specific features
because they depend on the complicated balance of currents in the satellite body. In experiments with an EG
carried on the SCATHA geosynchronous satellite, negative pulses of the satellite potential were also observed
during the injection of a 3-keV electron beam with a
current of 6 mA. An analysis of the data from the analyzer of the satellite electric charge showed that these
pulses were accompanied by electric discharges at the
satellite; as a result, two detectors became disabled [4].
In our case, a more intense injection did not have any
negative effect on the scientific equipment; this was
also proved in a more complicated experiment with
asynchronous injections at the 277th turn [1, 2]. The
role played in these processes by the injection of the
compensated ion flow and xenon gas jet is also of interest.
It is worth noting the following results obtained in
experiments in which the electron and ion beams were
injected in the same direction (see Figs. 2, 3).
(i) An increase in the intensities of the ion plasma
components (plasma density) was observed during the
injection of a compensated xenon ion flow (n0 ~ nbi).
(ii) An increase in the amplitudes of the electric and
magnetic components of ELF waves (8–33 Hz), elf and
blf, was observed during the first several seconds of
xenon ion injection and in pauses between injection
pulses. The parameters of waves in this frequency range
are also highly sensitive to modulated electron injection.
(iii) During dc electron injection, as well as during
injection modulated at frequencies of ωm ≥ 62.5 kHz,
negative pulses of the satellite potential with an amplitude of δPs ~ 10–20 V were recorded.
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Figures 4–6 present data from measurements of HF
fields by the PRS-S receiver installed at the subsatellite,
which was somewhat aside from the magnetic tube, at
a distance of ~120 km from the station. Figure 4 shows
the time behavior of the HF field amplitudes ehf at the
frequencies f = ω/2π = 0.40, 0.45, and 0.85 MHz; the
injection pitch angles; the orientation angles ϑ' and β '1
of the dipole antenna of the PRS-S receiver; the magnetic field B0 in the subsatellite coordinate system; and
the calculated values of the injection density and instability growth rate for flows of oscillators with a large
spread in longitudinal velocities of the beam particles
[10]. The density nbe during modulated injection was
estimated from the first harmonic of the convection cur1
rent I be = 2IbeJ1(XD(z)) at z = 1000 m and the effective
value of the initial electron bunching, ξ' = 0.75 (75%
amplitude modulation) and ∆α0 = 2.5°. The time dependence of the density in the ac mode is very close to the
telemetric current profile shown in Figs. 2 and 3. However, the density can be estimated only indirectly, by fitting the parameters of electron bunching and modulation in the UÉM chamber (see Section 3.2). Note that
pauses in the operation of the equipment installed on
the Magion-3 subsatellite (t ≅ 1571–1623 and t ≅ 1719–
1772 s) are not related to the active operation cycles of
the IK-25 and are caused by purely technical reasons.
Unfortunately, these pauses did not allow us to study
processes that occurred far from the injection region in
the initial stage of an active operation cycle. We can
assert, however, that spikes of HF radiation at the resonant frequencies ω ~ ω± are related to modulated electron injection (ωm ≥ 15.625 kHz) and the relaxation of
the plasma channel after the wave and electron–beam
pumping are terminated. Although the EG operated at a
power level of 90%, spikes of HF radiation were sometimes absent. Figure 5a shows the HF spectra of the signal from the PRS-S receiver at the instant A indicated in
Fig. 4. The spectra demonstrate a considerable increase
in the wave intensity near the frequencies ω– and ωpe,
followed by energy transfer (over ~0.3–0.4 s) to the
long-wavelength part of the spectrum during the decay
of strong turbulence. Such an abrupt increase in the
intensity of HF waves in the plasma (the SPT is not yet
switched on, although neutral xenon has been released
several seconds earlier) and correlation with the subsequent breakup of the scientific equipment are difficult
to explain. Spectra shown in Fig. 5b were recorded at
the 8th and 9th seconds of injection, the modulation frequencies being ωm/2π = 15.625 and 31.25 kHz, respectively, which, for hydrogen-like plasma, are slightly
lower and larger than the ion plasma frequency ωpi /2π
~ 16–17 kHz. Due to the contribution from the heavier
ion components, the effective frequency ωpi is shifted
toward lower frequencies and is very close to the
plasma frequency of the beam electrons; i.e., in this
case, we can speak of the double resonance ωm ~ ωpi ~
ωbe. The presence of a signal at frequencies close to the
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electron plasma frequency when the pumping (electron
beam modulation) is performed at frequencies close to
ωpi is quite natural, because the wave pumping into ionacoustic turbulence via modulational instability leads
to an increase in the number of plasmons (see Section
3.5). An increase in the wave amplitude in the vicinity
of the plasma resonance (ωm ≈ ω– (θ ≠ 0) cannot be
attributed only to the trivial resonant mechanism of
wave excitation, ~(ω +  – ω–)–1, because small detun-

ing from the resonant frequency, ∆ω = ω– – ω, assumes
that the values of Reδω and γ are anomalously large,
i.e., that not only the increase in wave amplitude is large
but also that the resonance conditions are violated when
the frequency is shifted by Reδω.
The main results of the subsatellite HF measurements can be formulated as follows:
(i) the modulation of the electron beam at frequencies that are far from the resonant frequencies of the
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beam or plasma leads to the suppression of HF perturbations in the range of resonant frequencies ωpe and ωce,
(ii) the data from the PRS-S receiver (partially presented in Figs. 4 and 5) indicate that the amplitude of
HF waves increases during the injection of an electron
beam modulated at a frequency of ωm  ωpi , and
(iii) an increase in the amplitude ehf at frequencies
ω/2π ~ 0.25 MHz is observed after the 12th second of
electron injection (similar retarding phenomena in the
HF range were observed in the Polar-5 experiment [3]).
In order to reveal new regularities in the growth
rates of longitudinal waves excited via the (a) Cherenkov and (b) cyclotron resonance mechanisms (see
Fig. 4), it is necessary to perform an additional analysis
of the experimental results.
Figure 6 shows the time dependences of the differential fluxes of fast electrons and ions (primarily protons) recorded in directions 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1). The
time dependences of the corresponding pitch angles are
shown in the lower plot. These results (as well as those
presented in Figs. 2–4) are rather difficult to analyze;
nevertheless, we can assert that spikes of the differential fluxes of fast particles are caused by electron injection from the main satellite. This concerns not only the
enhancement of fluxes due to the acceleration of
charged particles in the field of potential or electromagnetic waves, but also the occurrence of suddenly weakened, scattered fluxes of fast electrons (negative spikes)
when passing through the regions of strong turbulence
in the ionosphere [14]. Figure 7 shows the energy specmax
min
tra of the particle fluxes, J e, p and J e, p , measured at
instants C and D indicated in Fig. 6. These spectra correspond to the injection of an electron beam modulated
at the frequency ωm/2π ~ 0.125–0.25 MHz and to a
pause between the 60% and 90% injection powers,
respectively. In the spectra measured at instant C, the
fluxes of electrons moving at very small pitch angles
have two maxima in the range of low energies (near 25
and 100 keV) and one maximum (at αp2  70°–76°)
near 180 keV. The occurrence of low-energy electrons
can be attributed to the excitation of HF waves and the
interaction at the harmonics kzu – n|ωce | (n = 0, ±1, ±2,
…), whereas anomalous fluxes of fast ions can arise
only due to the interaction with VLF waves. Note that
conditions for the direct excitation of low-frequency
electromagnetic waves by the electron beam are far
from optimal, because, for the velocity ratio (vA –
u)/vbe ~ –(20–30), the growth rate of VLF electromagnetic instability is lower than the damping rate of
Alfvén waves [15].
The spectra measured at instant D could be regarded
as unperturbed ones if there were no dc injection of
heavy xenon ions capable of exciting VLF waves or if
Alfvén waves could not be excited at the instant when
electron injection was switched off. In any case, both
the enhancement and suppression of ion fluxes are
observed in the ion spectra in the energy range εp 
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660 keV. The particle fluxes in Fig. 6 demonstrate similar behavior after both the electron and ion injectors
are switched off. Indirect evidence of the retarded precipitation of electrons with energies one order of magnitude higher than the energy of the injected electrons
(0.5 A, 27 keV) was previously observed in the Araks
rocket experiment. Later, X-ray bursts observed in the
Trigger experiment were also attributed to the precipitation of fast particles [4, 16]. Figures 6 and 7 present
one of the first direct proofs of the existence of mechanisms for the generation of fast electrons and ions after
the end of injection due to the passage of induced VLF
waves along the ionospheric waveguide. In our experiments, spikes of anomalous fluxes of fast particles during electron injection were observed for the first time.
The question however arises as to the influence of the
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injected ions and the injection configuration as a whole
on the acceleration mechanisms.

injection agrees with the results of the Araks and
Trigger experiments.

The results concerning the interaction of the excited
waves with the ionospheric plasma particles can be
briefly summarized as follows:

The time dependences of the measured and calculated parameters presented in Figs. 2–4 and 6 do not
allow one to thoroughly analyze the development of
perturbations under conditions of fast alternating processes. In analyzing new dependences on an arbitrary
parameter p (see Figs. 8–11), the measured and calculated parameters of spatiotemporal processes, hi and si,
were transformed (with allowance for simulations of
active space experiments) into a new sequence, hi (t),
si (t), p(t) ⇒ hi (p), si (p), in ascending order of the
parameter p. All the transformations preserve the structure of the data set {hi , si}, which forms a separate
physical record as an event characteristic. Such a
change of variables provides a more illustrative repre-

(i) the generation of resonant (anomalous) electron
fluxes in the energy ranges 25–30 and 100–200 keV is
directly related to the excitation of HF waves during the
injection of an electron beam with a power of ~1 kW,
(ii) the spikes of fast ~1-MeV ion fluxes can be
attributed to the generation of ELF Alfvén waves during the injection of an electron beam through a beam of
heavy xenon ions, and
(iii) the retarded precipitation (scattering) of fast
ions and electrons after the end of both electron and ion
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sentation of the processes and allows one to reveal specific features of the experimental results. Figure 8
shows the wave growth rates γk for the Cherenkov resonance at ω  ω– as functions of the parameter p ≡ p1 =
ω be /( ω r – ω ce ), where ωr = ω – kzu. The growth rate
γh for waves with the frequencies ω  ω– was also estimated using hydrodynamic theory (see Eqs. (6)–(10)).
The kinetic and hydrodynamic growth rates were calculated for the same value of the detuning |∆ω|. The upper
plot in Fig. 8 shows the growth rate γh calculated by formula (8).
2
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Note that the calculated growth rates are very sensitive to small variations in the ionospheric parameters
the data on which are supplied in the real-time mode to
the input of the numerical algorithm for determining
the parameters of instability. The optimal choice of the
parameter p allows one to find the relation between the
experimental results and BPI instability, provided that
this instability is a dominant interaction mechanism.
The absolute character of BPI implies that the larger the
growth rate, the larger the amplitude of the excited HF
waves at all the spatial points reached by the perturbation. This direct relation makes it possible to estimate
the effect of instability; all the other experimental
results can only be regarded as indirect consequences
of BPI. The upper plot in Fig. 8 shows the factors
2
(numerical parameters) Ω be and Λω–, which actually
determine the kinetic growth rate. The HF field amplitude ehf , the fast electron flux Je, and the quasi-steady
magnetic field perturbations ∆Bx recorded at the Magion-3 at some values of p1 correlate with the growth rate
γk and the parameter Λ. It was also found that the perturbations δBx, the electron flux, and the growth rate γk
at p1  –0.2 are correlated with one another. For p1 
−0.1, a similar correlation was also observed experimentally; in this case, however, such a correlation was
not caused by the onset of BPI only. The governing factors in the development of BPI are the resonance detuning |∆ω|; the beam density nbe; and velocity vbe, which
characterizes the efficiency of beam heating. Since the
determination of each of these quantities encounters
difficulties, the observed disagreement between the
experimental results and the absolute character of instability does not always contradict to Cherenkov interaction mechanism. It should also be taken into account
that, over a time of τ ~ 1/γ, the resonance detuning |∆ω|
changes by a value equal to the frequency shift |δω| of
the plasma resonance in the presence of a beam. This
makes instability a hardly detectable phenomenon during slow telemetry. The density of the injected electrons
in the modulation mode was calculated for the first har1
monic of the convection current I be with a number of
simplifying assumptions, among which the estimate of
beam heating by the formula vbe ~ ∆v ≡ max{δv}
seems to be the most correct.
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The upper plot in Fig. 9 shows the growth rates
γk(p1) for the Cherenkov resonance at different values
of the detuning |∆ω| and the beam heating vbe. For comparison, the figure also shows the hydrodynamic
growth rate γh(p1), described by Eq. (6) [9], and the
velocity spread ∆v of the beam electrons. The experimental results are presented by the data on perturbations of the quasi-steady electric and magnetic fields,
δEx and δBy, and the amplitude of the magnetic component of VLF waves at the frequencies f = 9.6 kHz and
33 Hz, recorded at the IK-25. Although the values of
beam heating (vbe  0.35∆v and 0.75∆v) and detuning |∆ω|, which are used to estimate the BPI growth
rate, differ insignificantly in these two cases, variations
in γk behave in different ways. During injection, the
time behavior of the perturbed field δEx is similar to
that of ∆v and is partially similar to γk (for
vbe  0.35∆v), although there is no direct relation with
the mechanism of HF instability. Obviously, electric
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the ω = k · v resonance (n = 0) at angles of θ  0.04 (see Fig. 4a), parameters Ω be and Λω–, measured amplitudes of the HF electric
field at the frequency 0.40 MHz, and fluctuations of the quasi-steady magnetic field and 101-keV electron fluxes measured in two
2
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2

mutually perpendicular directions “1” and “2” at the Magion-3 subsatellite as functions of the parameter ω be /( ω r – ω ce ).

field perturbations are electrostatic in character and
δEx ~ ∆v ~ ∆ψ, which confirms the conclusions of [1].
Magnetic perturbations are presented in the figure by
VLF waves in the frequency ranges 9.6 and 33 kHz (b9.6
and b33, respectively) and by δBy (which is comparable
with pc1 pulsations).

Along with perturbations similar to δEx, the behavior of magnetic perturbations in the range 10–2  p1 
10–1 is also of interest. In this range, a pronounced maximum of the VLF component b9.6, the suppression of
the ELF wave amplitude b33, and appreciable (~60 nT)
short-period (fractions of a second) pulsations of δBy
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and 33 Hz as functions of the parameter ω be /( ω r – ω ce ). The amplitudes of magnetic perturbations b9.6 and b33 shown in the two
lower plots correspond to the resonance between the plasma frequency of the beam electrons and the lower hybrid frequency of the
ionospheric plasma.

are observed. These perturbations are probably related
to the resonance between the plasma frequency of the
beam electrons and the lower hybrid frequency of the
ambient plasma, ωbe ~ ωLH ≡ ω–(θ = π/2), or the LangPLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS
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muir frequency of the background ions (primarily protons), ωbe ~ ωpi . The less probable mechanism in this
case is the resonance between the modulation frequency ωm and the frequencies ωLH (ωpi ), because spe-
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perpendicular directions, as functions of the parameter ωpeωbe/( ω r – ω ce ).

cial analysis showed that the modulation frequency was
distributed irregularly with respect to p1. In contrast, the
ratio ωbe/ωLH gradually decreases to ~1 in the range
p1  –0.1 (Fig. 9). For a hydrogen plasma, the lower
hybrid frequency is equal to ωLH/2π  11 kHz; this
value may be slightly overestimated because of the

presence of a small admixture of heavier ions. Therefore, in this case, it is reasonable to speak of the resonance between the Langmuir frequency of the beam
electrons and one of the plasma frequencies (ωLH or
ωpi). In [2], the excitation of VLF waves and magnetic
field fluctuations with an amplitude of |δB| ~ 100–
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Fig. 11. Growth rate γ k and polynomial Π1e (for θ  0.64, ∆α0 ≈ 1.5°, and ξ' = 0.85) [10], HF field amplitudes, and fluxes of fast
electrons as functions of the relative beam heating vbe/u. The inequalities γ k > 0 (Π1e < 0) and γ k < 0 (Π1e > 0) correspond to the
excitation and damping of HF waves, respectively.

500 nT was attributed to the nonlinear generation of
currents and the operation of the dynamo mechanism in
the plasma during electron beam injection with the flow
velocity u  vA (the Alfvén resonance). On the whole,
the experimental results recorded at two remote spatial
points are unambiguously related to electron injection
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and those recorded at the Magion-3 can be partially
related to the onset of BPI at the Cherenkov resonance.
Let us briefly formulate the intermediate conclusions:
(i) due to the excitation of longitudinal HF waves by
the electron beam, anomalous fluxes of 100-keV elec-
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trons are observed far from the injection region (at the
subsatellite),
(ii) the induced HF instability is accompanied by the
generation of VLF waves and large-amplitude magnetic
field fluctuations (Alfvén waves), and
(iii) the resonance excitation of lower hybrid waves
1 and the suppression of ELF waves in
at ωLH/ωbe
the frequency range ω  ωci are observed at electron
beam densities as low as 1–3 cm–3.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the parameters of kinetic
instability against the excitation of nearly longitudinal
waves at the cyclotron resonance n = –1 for the “cold
k
plasma–oscillator flow” model. The growth rate γk ≡ γ n
(see expression (10)) is proportional to the quantity Πne
(θ  0.64), which can have different signs, depending
on the parameters entering into this expression. The
upper plot in Fig. 10 shows the growth rate as a function
2
2
of the parameter p2 = ωpeωbe/( ω r – ω ce ), which
depends on the measured values of the plasma density
and magnetic field and the semiempirical parameters ωr
and ωbe, which can vary within limited ranges. The values of γk were obtained for the same beam and plasma
parameters as those presented in Fig. 4b. Figure 10 also
presents the factors Λω– and Ωbe, which largely determine the behavior of γk/ω–. It also follows from Fig. 10
that, along with the beam density and resonance detuning, the main factor governing the development of
instability is the beam quality (or its heating). The
lower plots Fig. 10 present the measured amplitudes of
HF fields and the fluxes of fast protons as functions of
the parameter p2. Since the growth rate can take positive
values, γ k > 0, for both ω  ω– and ω  ω–, the HF measurements were performed at frequencies both higher
and lower than the resonant frequency ω–/2π  0.31–
0.35 MHz. The kinetic growth rate was calculated for
the former case at ∆ω/2π ~ 0.07–0.09 MHz.
In calculating the growth rates γ k and γ h for each
particular instant, the resonance detuning |∆ω| was
assumed to be constant. Since we first calculated hydrodynamic growth rate (8) (1000 × 1000 steps over ω and
k about their resonant values at every time step), the
detuning ∆ω was slightly varied about given values in
order to satisfy the condition B2 – 4AC < 0 and to
choose the optimal parameter values. Taking into
account that the beam heating was estimated rather
arbitrarily, the absolute value of the detuning can also
be chosen arbitrarily within a certain range. The
recorded value of the electric field amplitude ehf measured throughout the active experiment at ω/2π = 0.1
and 0.5 MHz (see Fig. 10) can be attributed to the
cyclotron resonance (similar to the data presented in
Fig. 8, which can be attributed to the Cherenkov resonance). Although no explicit correlation between the
HF instability and the flux of fast protons was observed,
it is not excluded that there may be a mechanism by

which the wave energy is transferred from short-scale
to long-scale perturbations that are resonant with highenergy proton flows.
Figure 11 presents the results of a comparative analysis of the parameters of HF instability at the first
cyclotron harmonic against the excitation of potential
waves at θ  0.64 and ∆ω < 0 for the initial beam
bunching parameters ∆α0 ≈ 1.5° and ξ' = 0.85. The
dependence of the instability growth rate and the
parameter Π1e on the relative beam heating p3 = vbe/u in
the range p *3  0.07–0.08 can be divided into two
parts. For vbe/u  p *3 , we have Π1e < 0; therefore, the
growth rate is positive, γk > 0. This is related to the
transfer of the electron gyration energy to plasma
waves. When Π1e > 0 (vbe/u  p *3 ), the situation is
opposite: plasma waves decay due to energy transfer to
the beam particles (see Section 3.3). Previously, in considering the instability of a magnetoactive plasma
against electromagnetic perturbations in the range of
the normal Doppler effect, Zheleznyakov [17] showed
that, when electron gyration is taken into account, electromagnetic waves can also be excited at a subluminal
electron flow velocity (u < ω±/kz). Even earlier, the possibility of such an effect for a waveguide excited by an
electron flow in a magnetic field was pointed out by
Gaponov [18]. Figure 11, which presents the results of
measurements of HF electric fields at the frequencies
ω/2π = 0.10 and 0.25 MHz, compares the observed
excitation of cyclotron waves with the calculated BPI
parameters. While an increase in the flux of electrons
with the energy ε2e = 25 keV is quite predictable, the
behavior of the electron flux with ε2e = 330 keV seems
to be unexpected. In this paper, we have already considered similar results that were attributed to the scattering
of fast electrons in regions with an enhanced level of
long-wavelength plasma turbulence. When γk/ω– < 0,
there may be also an alternative acceleration mechanism related to the absorption of plasma waves by the
beam electrons; however, it can hardly provide such a
high acceleration rate. Therefore, these results require a
more thorough analysis.
The main results of our analysis of the cyclotron
excitation of longitudinal HF waves by an electron
beam can be formulated as follows:
(i) a comparison of the calculated parameters of
instability with the results of active experiments shows
that the model of the development of HF cyclotron
instability excited by an electron flow in the ionospheric plasma [10, 17] yields satisfactory results, and
(ii) the observed correlation between the excitation
of HF waves and the attenuation of the differential
fluxes of fast electrons can be attributed to the generation of long-wavelength low-frequency turbulence in
the vicinity of the subsatellite.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The excitation of quasi-longitudinal HF waves during BPI and the accompanying effects in the ionospheric plasma have been investigated by using the
results from an active experiment on the simultaneous
injection of an electron beam with a power of ~1 kW
and a xenon ion beam with a power of ~1.2 kW into the
ionosphere. The experiment was carried out onboard
the Intercosmos-25 satellite and the Magion-3 daughter
satellite. The injection pitch angles were such that the
electron beam propagated through the extended hollow
beam of xenon ions having low transverse velocities.
The experimental data have been compared with the
BPI parameters calculated by using the kinetic and
hydrodynamic approaches for different beam–plasma
models and different injection modes. The results
obtained show that such an analysis is important for
studying not only the excitation of electrostatic and
electromagnetic waves but also the amplification (generation) of fluctuations of a quasi-steady magnetic field
and the acceleration of fast particles. Let us summarize
the main results.
Using the theory developed by Kitsenko and
Stepanov [10], a satisfactory agreement has been
achieved between the calculated parameters of the BPI
excited during the injection of a warm electron beam
into the cold ionospheric plasma and the HF fields measured at the Magion-3 subsatellite. Taking into account
the finite Larmor radius of the beam electrons (a flow of
oscillators) allows one to determine the conditions for
the anomalous absorption or excitation of HF waves
under the electron-cyclotron resonance conditions.
These results are confirmed by the data on the generation of HF waves and 25- to 40-keV electron fluxes
recorded by using a DOK-S spectrometer onboard the
subsatellite.
In the regime of modulated injection, when the
modulation frequency was close to the Langmuir frequency of the beam electrons (calculated for the first
harmonic of the convection current), an appreciable
decrease in the amplitude of ELF waves and the amplification of lower hybrid and short-period magnetic field
fluctuations were observed. Such a resonance can lead
to ether the destruction of the beam or its focusing.
When the beam was modulated at a frequency close
to the lowest electron plasma frequency (~250 kHz),
the subsatellite recorded the amplification of the HF
field in the range of the main plasma resonance frequencies. Anomalous induced fields were observed
over 2–5 s after the end of electron injection. This is
presumably due to the presence of an external beam of
heavy xenon ions.
The excitation of HF waves by a warm electron
beam is accompanied by the generation of anomalous
fluxes of 1-MeV protons. The occurrence of these
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fluxes is probably related to the generation of Alfvén
waves during the propagation of the electron beam
inside an ion beam.
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